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Abstract 

In this paper we discuss different possibilities of using partially ordered sets 
of grids in multigrid algorithms. Because, for a classical sequence of regular grids 
the number of degrees of freedom grows much faster with the refinement level for 
3D than for 2D, it is more difficult to find sufficiently effective relaxation proce
dures. Therefore, we study the possibility of using different families of (regular 
rectangular) grids. 

Semi-coarsening is one technique in which a partially ordered set of grids is 
used. In this case still a unique fine-grid discrete problem is solved. On the other 
hand, sparse grid techniques are more efficient if we compare the accuracy obtained 
with the number of degrees of fre<Ylom ttRed. However, in the latter case it is not 
always feasible to identify an appropriate discrete equation that should be solved. 
The different approaches am compared. 

The relation between the different approaches is described by looking at hi
erarchical ba.c;es and by considering full approximation (FAS). We show that in 
some cases the 3D situation is essentially more difficult than the 2D case. We also 
describe different rnultigrid strategies. Numerical results are given for a transonir: 
Euler-flow over the ONER.A M6-winp;. 

Note: In essence, this papP.r will be publiRhecl in the Prorc:edings of the Fifth 
European Multigrid Conference, BirkhauRer, BaHd. 

1 Introduction 

Classical rnultigrid algorithms are based on a Requenc:e of gridR, and a sequence of finit<' 
- -

dimensional function spaces is associated with it. Then~ is a natural ordering. On tlw 
finest grid a. discretisation is givr.n and on the coarser grids leRR accurate discretisations of 
the same problem accelerate the solution proceRs for the finest problem. This approach 
is used in two as well as in thrr.e dimcmsions (d = 2, 3). For illnstrative purposes it cau 
also be used in one dimension ( d = 1). 

In the most, common approach tlw sequence of approximating function spa.!'es is 
nest.eel. Often tlw coarsest grid consists of a small nnmber of coarse rectangular hloc:k:;. 
A 1wxt finer level is obtained by dividing rach block in equal parts in each of the coordi
nate directions, so that for all blocks 2rt new blocks are created. For higher dimensional 
problems, the clifmdvantage is clear: for each rn~xt fowr level the number of blocks m11lti
plics by 2rt. This implies that only a small portion of the possible error modes on a grid 
can he represented on the coarser grids. 
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The rrsult is that in 3D problems the classical MG method may appear lesH effo<'t.Iw 
t.han in 2 dimensions. Particular problems arise for strongly anisotropic and conwc:tiou 
dominated problems, where the so-called "wash board frequencies" (frequencies that an· 
rapidly varying in one and slowly in another direction) may be difficult to control. 

The classical cure agairn;t these difficulties is the choice of powerful relaxation al
µ.;orithnrn. e.g., line or plane relaxations. However, not only the more complex impl!'
mentation of these smoothers, but also the large number of possible line and plall<' 

combinations makes it a hard job to develop methods that are robust and efficient for 
p;enPral equations. 

Another disadvantage of dividing a cube into 8 smaller cubes are the ver:v larµp 
syHterns of linear equations that are found already for a relatively small number of lPY<'ls. 
It is the "curse of 3D" that. n3 is already large -for computer resources- when n is still 
modest. 

Another approach that can be used is semi-coarsening. Here, grids are rnfirn~d Ii~· 

halving (or doubling) the mesh size in one direction only [13, 14, 16]. Now the grids 
do not make an ordered sequence. The family of grids is only partially ordered. Iu 
a semi-coarsening algorithm there is a finest grid for which the solution is event11alh 
found. Again, discrete problems on the family of coarser grids are solved to accelNat<· 
t.hP solution process. In this way the coarse-grid-correction in the MG algorithm lH~cornP:-. 
mor<' complex, but simpler relaxation procedures can be used. 

Anot.her approach that makes use of a similar family of partially ordernd grids 1:-; 

Z<'Il!J,;f'!''s combination techniqv.e [3]. Here, essentially a number of independent discrPI<' 
prohlC'rnH is solved on a subset chosen from the partially ordered set of grids. By extrap
olation these discrete solutions are combined to a discrete approximation of the solution 
011 the finest grid (for which no discrete system has to be solved). 

Zenger and his co-workers showed that under conditions such an approximation m;n
wsult in an approximation error which is 0(2-dnnd-t ), whereas the solution is r<'pn•
smt<•cl by 0( nc1- 12n) degrees of frn<xlom only. This result makes this sparse _qr·id n·1 >1"<'

smta.t.ion of the approximate solution most c~fficient. 
In t.he present paper we show that in some respects the sparse grid representat.io11 1:

mon1 cumbersome and may give rise to particular difficulties in the 3D case. We show 
how some of these can be relieved by taking a representation with O(n2 4n) dcgr<~('S of 
fn~edom. For a larger number of levels t.his representation is still much more eHfri1mt 
than the usual 0(8n) methods. 

In Section 2 we show an essential difference between the 2D and the 3D case for the 
liuear elliptic second order equation, and in Section 3, as an example of a syst<'lll of 
non-linear equations, we show some results for multiple semi-coarsened and spanw-grid 
mult.igrid algorithms for the 3D Euler equations. 

2 Linear elliptic problems 

Lr.t n = (0, l)ct c IRd be the d-dimensional unit. culw with boundary f. To identify a 
µ;rid 011 n we use a multi-integer notation, k = (k 1, ••• , kd), with ki E INt for i = 1. .... d. 
For n, k E (1Nci)d multi-integers we define, 
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a. Full coarsening. b. Multiple semi-coarsening. 

Figure 1: Two types of 3D coarnenings. 

In a similar way we define k I n, k = n, k =f n, de. Notice that. k f. n means that all 
elements are unequal. The rnaxirnmn of two rnulti-int<'gers is defined as 

max(k, n) = (max(k1, n1), · · ·, rnax(krJ, nd)). 

Further, we introduce the relation k ~ n, and similarly k),. n, by 

We define a regular mesh nk on 0, with mesh sizes hk = 2-k = (2-k1 , ••• , 2-k.i) in the 

different coordinate directions. The volume of a grid cell Okj E nk, o :$ j :::; 2k is denoted 

by lllhkill = hk1 ••• hkd and lkl = k1 + ... + kct is called the level of grid nk. The coars<~st. 
grid is 0 0 , with o = (0, ... , 0) and therefon~ Uw coarsest lewl is zero. The vertices of tlw 
grid nk are denoted by nt' and nti denotes t.lw i-th vertex on grid nk, with 0 :$ i :::; 2k. 

2 .1 Bases and spaces 

A function u E C(f2) is approximated on nk by 

ffore <f/kj is the usual piecewise~ d-Iinear ba::;is function with s11pp(<p1cj) = [(.h -1)2-k1
, (j 1 + 

1)2-A:i] x · · · x [(id - 1)2-k.i, (.j11+1)2-kr1] of tm1sor product typ<'. The standard tinitP 
derrwnt basis Bk is defined aR 

and the corresponding space of piecewisn d-lirwar fm1ct.i01rn is, 

The intersection of the support of two functions <pkj E Bk and 4'ni E B 11 is defined by 
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The spaces {\/k} form a partially ordered set [9], for which we can define the hierarchical 

({ 

ji odd, 0 :S ji :S 2ki, if ki 2: 0 }) 
lrk = Span <Pk.i = IPk.i Ji = 0 1 if ~i-- 0 · 

'/, -1, ... ,d 

Here 0k.i is a hierarchical basis function, i.e. the same function as the usual standard basis 
function, hut only defined for j, for which n~ does not appear in any of the coarser grids. 
In the following we will denote these hierarchical points with "j odd" , although strictly 
spoken this is not true for the grids with \\\k\\\ = 0. The hierarchical basis fnnct'ion8, 
:-;pedfic for grid nk, are defined by 

B: == { cfkj \cpkj E Wk}. 

The hierarchical basis for Vk, which can be decomposed as Vk == EBo::;n:Sk Wm reads - u -JI Bk== B0 • 

o:Sn:Sk 
Using this basis we are able to approximate a function 11, on D by 

7t ~Uk== 2::: 2::: ·ii·njcr?nji 
o:Sn:Sk jEHn 

when~ ·iinj are the hierarchical coefficients. Note that Span(Bk) == Span(Bk) = lie. It 
ha.s been Rhown [9] that, for any m, o ::; m ::; e = (1, 1, 1), the hierarchical coefficients 
for piecewiRe linear functions can be estimated by 

jj?"Lkj\\2 :S jjD(e+m)11.jj2 jj\hk\\\ 2rrl/23-\ml/2 hk -(e-m), 

We Ree that this bound depends essentially on the volume l\\hk/11 of the grid cells. Tlwn'
fore it seems reasonable to select approximating function spaces Wk, and therefore' tlH' 
grid8 nk such that those with the smallest volume \l\hk\\I are omitted. In this wa.v we 
obtain the sparse grid [18]. The hierarchical basis for this sparse grid on level£ is denotPd 
by 

Be= LJ fJ~, 
o::;\n\:Sf 

and the corresponding function space by Ve= Span(Bp). 

2.2 The problem 

WP (·onsid<'l' the following linear elliptic problmn 

-V · (aV·n) = f 
a(aV'n) · n + fiu = r 

on 
on 

n, 
r. ( l) 

Iforp the data and the coefficients an~ functions on n. For the FEM cliscretisation m· 
1·1'.11:-1ider its variational form: find u E Ht(n), such that n(n, v) = f(v) for all v E HI (n). 
\\'I t.h 

a.(u,·11) = [/Vv)TaV''ll. <ln + lffo:v/cv df (:2) 

and 
f(v) = r fv d0. + /' wy/n df. (:3) 

./11 .lr 
:~ s_ta11'.lard FErvI '.m grid nk is ohtairwd by selecting trial and test functions in Span( Bk). 
l lns ~"1<'lds tit_<~ drncrde equations Lj a(ipkj, <pki)'11kj = f(IPkj), which system is also d<'
not<'d 111 matnx-form by Akk'llk = .fk. 



2 .3 Discretisation of the hierarchical system 

To discretise equation (1) on the sparse grid, we use Be as the basis for test and trial 
functions: 

ne = I: L 11.njtPnj· 
o:Slnl:Sf j odd 

Substitution in (2) and (3) yields the equations 

I: L a(<Pnj, if?ki)'ii.nj = (f, <jiki). 
O::Slnl'.Sf j 

This system is called the hiernrchical sy8tem and is denoted by 

(4) 

(5) 

The matrix Ae consists of blocks (Ank)O~lnLlkJ:Sf when~ A11k consists of coefficients (a( cfnj, if?ki)). 
The blocks A.kk on the diagonal of At are diagonal blocks, because Int( if?kj, tPki) = 0 PX

cept for i = j. In general, the functions <Pnj and <Pki can live on completely independ<'nt 
grids nil and nk and there is no obvious ancl efficient technique to calculate these matrix 
entries as is the case for standard finite elements. Especially, if we consider equations 
with variable coefficient a, the efficient computation of these integrals is not straightJor
ward. To avoid the problem of explicit calculation of a( tPnj, rfki) we want to derive the 
discrete equations from the usual FEM stiffnpss matricc~s Akk· 

For k :::; ID let Rkm : 11~n -+ vk be the restriction defined by interpolation at nodal 
point.s n~i, thcn every function <jiki E fJ~I is represented on grid Dm by 

0ki = L Rkm,ip(/Jmp · 
p 

Nmv, tlw left-hand side in (5) rcads, with m = max(k, n), 

L La( <i1ki1 <Pnj)nnj 
O~lni'.Sf j 

L L a(L Rkm,ip'Pmp1 L RnmJq'Pmq)'Unj 
0'.Slnl9' j P q 

L I: Rkm,ipRnrn_jqAmm,pqnn.i 
n j,p,q 

n;k,lml:Sf n>k.lml>f 

(n) 

Thus we cxprnss the residual computation for the equations (5) in terurn of tlH' 11swd 
FEM stiffness matrices Akk· The cfficient calculation of (G) is our immediate co11cf'rn. 
Below we restrict ourselves to the constant coeffkic•nt casP. 

2 .4 Semi-orthogonality 

If for tlw Poisson equation a(<finj• 0ki) vanishr•s, tlw fond.ions <finj and rfki a.re callc>cl 
sp;·m£-orthogonal [15]. For tlw efficient compntation of tlw hierarchical system this is a 
nscfol property, because each semi-orthogonality relation contrilmt0s with a zero entry i11 
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the hierarchical stiffness matrix. In [2] it is shown that this semi-orthogonality property 
holds for many functions <jinj E B:f a,nd <fiki E Bf!.. Below W('. will discuss this property for 
the two- and three-dimensional case separately, because there is a significant diffon'ncr 
between both cases. 

Two-dimensional case. For the Poisson equation, in the two-dimensional case [2] we 
have, n(<Pnj, 0ki) = 0 if n :j:. k, because, considering a single derivative from a(<Pnj, 0k1), 

Hence functions on grids On and Ok with n :j:. k are sr.mi-orthogonal. 
For the functions <finj and 0ki with k ~ n we introduce m = max(k, n), then, becans<' 

d = 2, either m = n or m = k. Therefore, the bilinear form can be calculated by (G) 
and, because !ml :::; P is always ensured, this means that. the third term in equation (G) 
can be dropped. Below, we will see that this is not true in the three-dimensional case. 

What remains is the efficient matrix vector multiplication. With precalculated valiws 
of Akk, lkl :::; £,we use (6) for a residual computation of (5). One can readily verify that 
for the constant coefficient case the total number of operations for the matrix vect.or 
mnltiplication (5) is proportional to O(f22e) for O(f2f) standard basis points. Therefon' 
the method is suboptimal. 

Three-dimensional case. Also in the 3D case we lmve semi-orthogonality for fnuc
tions <Pnj and 0ki with n :j:. k. The nonzero contributions in the stiffness matrix originate 
only from functions 0nj and 0ki with n ~ k. This corresponds with grids On and nk 
in the same coordinate plane in the grid of grids (see Figure 2). For fki (k fixPd) a 
non-semi-orthogonal function 0nj can live on any grid On in one of the indicated platH'S. 

Figure 2: Planes with non-semi-orthogonal functions 

Planes, in thr space of grids, for which k ~ n, for fixf'd n = (n, n, n). The cliag011al 
plane corresponds with the grids lkl = n. 

In (6) we showed how we can cakulal.n tll<' contribnt.io11s of o.(tf>nj, tPki) via tlw maxi
mum grid. In the 3D case 01w can verif.v that, diffc~rent from 2D, with lnl ~ (1, lkl ~ f', 
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the relations a(<Pnj, 0ki) =f 0 and m = max(k, n) do not imply Jml ::; P.. I.e. the maximum 
grid Dm is not always part elf t}w sparse grid of grids. In far.t, we see that in the 3D case 
we have Jml ::; 2P.. This implies t.hat application of (G) requires the evaluation of FEM 
stiffrn~ss matrices on level 21'. W0 ca11 tlw approach of 118ing the grids up to level 2f the 
semi-sparne techniqv,e. Here we nef~d the evaluation of 0( f2) stiffness matrices of order 
0(22P). Thi:;; is well between the sparse grid techniqrn~ with 0(1'2 ) stiffness matrices of 
order 0(2P) and the full grid tedmiqu<' with one 0(3f) stiffness matrix. In Section 3 
we will see that a similar combination of grids can be useful for the solution of more-' 
complex non-linPar systems. 

At first Right it seems an alternative not to compute the residual of equation (G) 
exactly, but to introduce an approximation of tlw matrix Ar by taking the expression (G) 
in which the terms with Jml > e am omitted. Oue can verify that all discard<~d <~ntri<~s 
from t.he matrix Ae are of relatively small sizr. In this way we obtain an appro.r,irna.tr:d 
sti.ffnes.c; matrix, denot(~d at> Ae. One might expf•et that this Ae could still be so1Iw 
sufficiently accurate approximation of tlw discn~te Laplacian. However, it can be sl1own 
that this approximate stiffness matrix Ae is not nsefol for further computations beca11s<' 
it is not positive definite. In Table 1 we show the rxtrernr eigenvalues of Ap and Ar 
for various e. The smallest eigenvalue of Ae lwconws negative, which ruins one of the 
essential properties of Ae. 

£=4 f=G fJ= 6 

At Arnax 2.2843 3.;3898 4.7756 
Ae Amin 0.6323 0.180:3 0.0582 

At Arnax 2.1498 3.1085 4.3162 

At Amin 0.51G8 -0.0251 -0.1283 

- ~ 

Table 1: Extreme eigenvalues for Ar and Ar. 

Following the semi-sparse-grid approach, one cau verify that in tlw constant coeflicient 
case wr~ can perform a residual computation with orck~r 0( 4f) operations for 0( p:J2t) 
sparsr grid points. Of course the additional work and aJso thr <'Xtra storage is a disad-

- ' 

vantage of this method. As a c:ornprmnise lwtwef:n thr sparse and the semi-sparsP-µ;rid 
a,pproach one might considrr discretisat.ions which are obtained b,v not using all grids up 
to lev<'l 2fl, bnt. only a limitrd nnmber of c~xtrn lewls. Again -vvc obtain an approximat.<' 
stiffness matrix Ar, with a lower accuracy as Ar, but the operation count will be smallN. 
Howevm on(~ should lw vnry card11l with this approach, sine<~ the possibility exists that 
Af becomes indefinite if an immfficient number of additional l<~vds is talwn into acco11nt. 

3 The Euler equations for 3D CFD 

In this sf~ction we consider th<~ multigrid solution of tlw steady, 3D Euler eq11atio11s of 
gas dynamics. The equations an' <liscwt.ised in tlwir integral form. The computational 
domain n is divided, in a n~gular manner, in cC'll-ceHterrd finite volumes. Thes<~ fiui1,<' 
volnnws are arbitrarily shaJHXl lwxalwdra. Following tlw Godm10v approach, along en!'h 
cdl face t.lw flux vector is assmnr.cl to lw constant and d<~t.errnir1ed by a uniformly mnstaut. 
left and right state. To solve tlH' resulting lD Riemann problem over the cPll fac<' for 
a non-isenthalpic perfect-gas How, W<' apply tlw 3D <~xtmision of the 2D P-variaut [7] 
of Osher's approximate Riemann solver. For t.lw ldt and rig;ht crll-face states, W(' tnk<' 
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the first-order accurate approximations. At a later stage, th<~se approximations will lw 
replaced by higher-order accurate ones, in which case also limiters are introduced. Vv'e 
emphasize that the major challenge is to know how to solve .fi:rst-order accurate discrd.e, 
steady 3D Euler equations at efficient, grid-independent convergence rates. Once this is 
known, solving higher-order accurate discrete, steady 3D Euler equations can be done 
by a standard procedure, e.g. by a defect correction method as outer and the efficient 
multigrid method as inner iteration [10]. 

1.5 

0.5 

0 
1.5 

0.5 

0 0 

a. At upper side half-wing. 

b. At far-field bonrnlary. 

Geometry of the mesh aronnd th<' ONETIA-IvilG half-wing. 
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c. At symm<>tr:v boundary. 

d. At upp(~f part downstream boundary. 

Figure 3: Views at 128 x 32 x :32 C-0-typ(~ grid ONER.A-M6 half-wing. 



3.1 Standard multigrid 

3.1.1 The method 

First we briefly describe the standard 3D multigrid algorithm on which our method is 
built. We use the 3D generalization of the optimal 2D multigrid approach, that was dc~
scribed in [7, 6]. As the smoothing technique for the first-order discrete Euler equations, 
we apply collective symmetric point Gauss-Seidel relaxation. The four different synmwt
ric relaxation sweeps that are possible on a regular 3D grid, are performed alternatingly. 
At each volume visited during a relaxation sweep, the system of five nonlinear equations 
is solved by Newton iteration. 

As the standard mult.igri<l met.hod we apply the nonlinear version (FAS, [l]), prcced<'d 
by nested iteration (FMG, [I]). For this we construct. a nested set of grids such that c>ach 
finite volum(• on a coarse grid is the union of 2 x 2 x 2 volumes on the next finer grid. 
Let Do, n 1, ... , Dtmax be the sequence of such nested grids 1

, with 0 0 the coars<~st and 
Or,

111
., tlw finest grid. Then, nested iteration is applied to obtain a good initial solntion 

on D1111 ... , whereas nonlinear multigrid is applied to converge to the solution on the fi11Pst 
grid, </Pmnx· The first iterate for the nonlinear multigrid cycling is the solution obtain<'d 
h,v nest.eel iteration. We procee<l discussing both stages in more detail. 

Nested iteration. The nested iteration starts with a user-defined initial estirnat<~ for 
q0 , the io;olntion on the coarsest grid. To obtain an initial solution on a finer grid Or+ 1, 

first t.lw solution on tlw coarser grid Dr. is improved by a single nonlinear multigricl <'~Tk 
HerNtfter, this solution is interpolated to the finer grid of+ 1. These steps are rep<'atc~d 
until tlw highest level (finest grid n,mnJ has been reached. 

N onlinear multigrid iteration. Let Ne( <Jr) = 0 denote the nonlinear system of first.
order accurate discretised equations on De, then a single nonlinear multigrid cyck is 
recursively defined by the following steps: 

I. Improve on Dt the latest obtained solution qp by application of npre n~laxal.io11 
sweeps. 

2. Compute on the next coarser grid nr_ 1 the right-hand side rp_ 1 = Nr-i(<Jr-i)
Rr-uNt(<Jf), where Rr-i,e is a rrstriction operator for right-hand sides. 

3. Approximate the solution of Ne_ 1 (<Jr-i) = re_ 1 h~, thP application of npJ\s nonliw'ar 
multigrid cycl<'s. Dmote tlw approximation obtnirwd by rjp_ 1. 

4. CorrPct the C:lllTf'nl: solution by: <Jr = <Jr + I'r,r-i (<Jr-i - Qe-i), where Pr,e-i is a 
prolongation operator for 80]11tio11s. 

5. Irnprovp (]r by application of 1lpo8 1. rdaxatious. 

StPps (2),.(3) and (4) form the coan;c-grid correction. Th<' n~striction Re-i,e and tli<' 
prolon~at10~1 I'o-1 are the usual operators that are consistent with the piecewise constant 
approx11nat1on (for more details see [11 ]). 

N oti1 '.<' .that .of in tlw cl~1ssical :;;cq1wncc is d<'noted as Ore in the context of partial I>' 
on!Prc'd gnds. I'lw approximating fnn('tion Rpa<'<'H for the discretr Euler E~qnations an' 

I tising th!' ll!OJ'(' <:omplPx notation of SPction 2, the• S<'qllPIH'C' is <l<>note<l ns n n n ·"tl 
e ==(I. I, 1). Ol e, ... ' r.,,,,.e. "I I 
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piecewise constant functiom; on flee· Approximating properties for these funct.ions have 
been studied in [9]. Since the MG method applies the prolongations and restrictions that 
are consistent with the approximation used, the corresponding function spaces Vk form 
a partially ordered set of tensor product type as treated in [9]. 

3.1.2 Numerical results 

In this section we present convergence results obtained when solving discrete, st<~ad:v 

perfect-gas Euler equations for a standard 3D transonic test case, the ONER.A MG half
wing at A100 = 0.84, a= 3.06°. A C-0-type grid is used, for which we give some virws 
on the 128 x 32 x 32 version in the FigurPs 3a - 3d. 

0 ------ 0 

-----------

,..... "' __ N 

0 I. 0 I .... ..... ..... 
OS "' "" ... t... ... - I I 
OS "' :I :I 
i:i "O .... co <D 

"' I "' I 
Ql Ql 

"" 
... 

'-' .._, 
oo oo 
0 Cil 0 CD - I - I 

0 0 

I 
---r-·----.------,·-----

I 

() 2 4 6 A 10 0 2 4 6 B to 

relaxation cyclPs FAS-cycles 

a. Single-grid. b. Standard multigrid. 

Fignn:~ 4: Convergence behaviors of two solution nwthods, ONER.A-M6 half-wing at 
Jd00 = 0.84, ex= 3.06°, nl'max = (8 x 2 x 2) x 2" 111"x-grid, fnrn.x = 1,2,3. 
The slowm convergence is for firn~r meshes. 

In Figure 4 ccrnw~rgence results are given for single grid relaxation and for the st.anc lctrd 
rnnlt.igrid met.hod described above. In both graphs, the residual ratio is dcfinc'd as 
11Rillr,i/llR1 lkl' where Ri is the mass defoct of the discrete Euler equations and wlH'r<' 

i refms to the statuR after the i-th iteration. For the standard multigricl convergmH·c~ 
results shown in Figure 4b, we took npre = 0, npo8 t = 1, i.e. we applied sawt.ooth
cycle8. Though -of course- to a lesser extent than the single-grid convergence rnsnlts 
(Fignre 4a), the standard multigrid rrwthod's c:onvergPnce results (Figure 4b) appc~ar to 
he rather grid-dependent. We see that t;he convcrgencr. behaviour of t.he standard :3D 
algorithm is di8appoint.ing when compared to tlw same multigricl method's convergt'nc<' 
rates for a 2D transonic test case [7]. An irnprowrn<~nt to this might be found in deriving 
a more powerful smoother, kreping the othc~r cornp01wnts of the numerical method the' 
sanw. For rca8ons explai1wd above, <t more natmal cure is not to apply standard full 
coarsening, bnt. to use a multiple semi-coarscming; or a sparne-grid algorithm instead. 
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3.2 Multiple semi-coarsened multigrid 

3.2.1 The method 

In this method, to solve the discrete problem on Oemaxe' we use the full family of grids 
{nk} with o :::; k:::; fmaxe· For each nk, k > o, thr<'e smni-coarsened grids am availabl<~. 
Figures la and lb show 3D standard coarsening and multiple semi-coarsening, respec:
tively. Though multigrid with multiple semi-coarsening is expected to be most fruitful for 
3D problems, as far as we know, applications have only been published for 2D. Pion<'<'l"
ing work has been done by Mulder [13], who has introduced multiple semi-coarsening to 
overcome the poor convergence results observed in computing nearly grid-alignecl Hows 

governed by the steady, 2D Euler equations. In [16], R.adespiel and Swanson contirnw 
research on Mulder's approach for the steady, 2D Euler equations. In the prese11t pa
per we apply semi-coarsened multigrid to the steady, 3D Euler equations, and WP pH.v 

partiC'.ular attent.ion to the different prolongation operators that can be used. 
Also in the case of the semi-coarsened mnltigrid met.hod we use FAS as the liasic 

mult.igri<l algorithm, and on each grid we apply collective symmetric point Gauss-S<'i<kl 
rdaxat.ion as the smoothing technique. In the semi-coarsene<l multigrid method, hmw1wr, 

we' replac<' th<' sequentially ordered set of grids {Ote}, f = 0, ... , Pmaxi by a part·iall.v 
ordered Set of grids {00 }, 0 ~ Il ~ lmax, with S10 thP coarsest. and S11max the finest µ.;rid. 
Now /n/ is the level of grid nn. The nesting and the semi-coarsening rnlation h<'tm'<'ll 

these grids is described in [9]. The implementation is described in detail in [8, 11]. 

Nested iteration. Also in the semi-coarsening algorithm nested iteration (FTvlC) is 
applied to obtain a good initial solution on thr. finest grid. We proceed discnssinµ.; tlH' 
present nested iteration and nonlinear rnultigrid iteration procedures in more detail. Tlw 
nested iteration starts with a 11ser-d<1fined initial estimate on the coarsest grid, 0 0 , which 
if-l improved by relaxation. Next, the following two options can be used to contimw th<~ 
nested iteration: 

• Grid-wise nested itera.tion. The approximate solution q0 is intmpolated to all grids 
nk with o ~ k :Se, with the 3D prolongation according to formula (29) in [G]. (Ser 
[11] for the implementation in the present. 3D Euler contc~xt.) Next, thr solution 
CJe is improved by a single nonlincar multigrid cycle and prolongated to all grids 
nk with k ~ 2e. Then, the above procrn.;s Call be repeated up to and incl11di11g 
lPvel dP.max· Notice that approximate solutions are only computed at the grids 
no, ne, n2e, .... 

• Level-by-level nested iteration. Tlw approximate~ sol11tion q0 is interpolated to thr• 
three grids n1,o,o, no,1,0 and no,0,1 Oil the 1wxt le~v0l, with tlw same 3D prolongation 
mentioned abovr.. Next, t.lie three approximate' solutions fJk, /kl = 1 an' first 
improved by a single nonlincar nmltigrid cycle~ and t.hrn interpobt0d to all six 
grids nk, /k/ = 2, Oil the nr.xt level. This procC'SS is wpPatC'O up to and inclndinµ.; 
levd dfmax· Hr.re, in contrast with to t.he pr<1vio11s strn.tcgy, solution improvP!lH'nls 
are made on o.ll grids, levcl-by-levd. 

Nonlinear multigrid iteration. A singlr. nouli1war mnltigrid cycle on kvrl (1 is n'
cnrsively dcfirwcl by the following st.<'ps: 
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1. For all grids nk at the next r:oarser lrvel lki = e - 1, that satisfy k ::::; t'rnaxe, 
compute the same right-hand sides as in standard multigrid, but use as restriction 
operator the one described in [11]. 

2. Improve the approximate solutions on tlrn ccmrser level £ - 1 by the application of 
a single nonlinear multigrid cycle. 

3. Correct the current solutions on level £ by one of two possible correction prolonga
tions. The first prolongation (de.feet dependent weights) is an extension to 3D and 
to systems of equations, of the prolongation introduced by Naik and Van Rosendale 
[14]. It uses prolongation weights that are proportional to the absolute vFLlnes of tlH' 
restrict.ea defect components. The second corTect.ion prolongation (fi.:J:ed weights) 
is the one proposed in (5, eq.(36)], it has a-priori known prolongation weights +1 
or -1. 

4. Improve the Rol ntions on level P. by the application of npost relaxation swe<~ps. 

3.2.2 Numerical results for different prolongations. 

AH a test problem we consider again the ONER.A-MG half-wing at the transonic condi
t.iorn; M 00 = 0.84, a = 3.0G 0

• We first compare the two prolongations mentioned above: 
the one with defect-dependent weights a.nd the one with fixed weights. Convergence 
reRultR obtained are given in Figure 5. In tlw two gTaphs, the residual ratio is defirrnd 
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Figure 5: Convergence hehaviorn of two serni-coarsrnecl mllltigrid methods, ONERA-MG 
half-wingatM =0.84 cr.=30G 0 n, = (8x2111"'x)x(2x2m 111"x)x(2x2·11

-"'"") c < 00 ' · • ' f·mnx 1'HLmnx1n111ax 

grid, lmax = rnmax = 71.rnax = 1, 2, 3. 

as llRirAs ll1, 1/llR1 llLI' where R 7rAs iR the fi.n;t component (i.e. the mass componrmt) of 
the re8idnal Npn•a.xe(q~~~~e), and where iFAS refers to the statns after the i-th FAS-cyclc 1

• 

Similar as for th£~ standard rmiltigrid convergm1ce n•sult8 (Figure 4b), here we also us<'d 
sawtooth cycles (nprn = 0, npost. = 1). The improvenwnt of both semi-coarsened multi
grid methods with rnRpect. to the standard innll.igrid method is significant. Of both 
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methods, the one with the fixed prolongation weights (Figure 5b) performs morn than 
the one with defect-dependent prolongation weights (Figure 5a). 

The convergence results may still be further improved. In Figure 6 we present resnlts 
for the .c;ame solution strategy as that of Figure 5b, but now with V-cycles (npre == npmit. = 
1) and with the level-by-level nested iteration described in Section 3.2.1. 
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Figure 6: Convergence behaviour of semi-coarsened rn11ltigrid method with fixed prolon
gation weights, V-cycles and level-by-level nested iteration, for ONERA-M6 half-wing 

at Moo== 0.84, a= 3.06°, r21111,.x,m111.,,n 111 •• = (8 x 21111••) x (2 x 2m111
"") x (2 x 211111

"•) grid, 

lmax = ffimax = nmax = 1, 2, 3. 
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a. Full. h. Sparse. 

Figure 7: Grids of grids. 

3.3 Sparse- and semi-sparse-grid multigrid 

3.3.1 The methods 

c. Semi-sparse. 

Tlw abovP multiple semi-coars£ming nwthods for the Enlc~r Pqua.tiorrn are methods for the' 
solution for one system of discrete equations, ddi1wd in the 'finest' grid 0 1111 nx (we call it. 
a .full grid-of-grids semi-coarsening rncthncl), where all grids nk, o::; k::; lrnax cont.rihnt<' 
to tlw solution process. A disadvantage of a full grid-of-grids semi-coarsening is t.hat. 
many grid cells are needed in total. With N:i the tot.al mm1ber of cells on tlw fiu<'st 
grid, in 3D, asymptotically standard multigrid nscs ~ N':\ grid c:Plls versus 81Y:~ points for 

the full-grid-of-grids approach. An efficiency improv<'lllt'nt can be achieved by thinning 
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out the grid-of-grids. Then, if no 'finest grid' is available, accurate approximations 
can be constructed either by extrapolation (e.g. by Zenger's combination technique~) or 
by the use of hierarchical bases. Most ambitious in this respect is the sparse grid-of
grids approach, Where Only grids nk, lkl :::; fmflX) Contribute (see [5, 4] and the furtlwr 
references there in). With the full grid-of-grids represented as a cube in Figure 7a, the 
sparse grid-of-grids is the subset given in Figure 7b. 

The reduction in the numbers of grid-cells is cnorrnou8. The computational com

plexity of the sparse grid-of-grids approach is O(Nlog2 N). Theoretically, the spars<~ 
grid-of-grids approach has the best ratio of discrete accuracy over number of grid points 
used [4]. In the ideal case the full grid-of-grids should be completely replaced by a spars<• 
grid-of-grids. In practice, although very fast, tlw accuracy of the sparse grid approxima
tions is slightly disappointing, and it appears that better accurate approxirrrntious are 
obtained not by only increasing the number of lPvels, but also by dropping tlw cells with 
extreme a8pect ratios. " 

A compromise is the use of a semi-8parse grid-of-grids. This uses the family of grids 
nk, ikl :S 2fmax1 maxi ikd :::; frnax, (see Figure_ 7c), which (asymptotically) st.ill !urn 
a computational complexity which is much srna.ller than that of the full-grid-of-grids 
approach, viz. O(N2log2 N). Hence, thongh to a lessc~r extent than the genuine sparsc•
grid approar:h, it still is a r:ure to the 'curse of 3D'. 

3.3.2 Numerical results for sparse and semi-sparse multigrid. 

The numerical ingredients of both approaches are idm1tical to those in the multiple serni
coarsened multigrid method applied for obtaining Figure 6. Exactly the same lcvel-by
levcl method is applied, with as the only diffr~rcnce that in the sparse-grid cast• the~ 

multi-lew~l semi-coarsening solver stops its work at level Emax· From there the solution 
is extrapolated, by the combination t.cclmiqnc a.s described e.g. in [17], to tlw wry 
finest grid, Dr 0 , at level 3fmax· In the S<·m1i-spa.rsf~-grid aJ)J)roach the semi-coarsPrwd 

,. lllllX 

multi-level algorithm is stopped at. level 2.ernax and from there, by the same combination 
technique, the finest-grid solution at 3frnax is compnted. A particular advantage• of 
the sc~mi-sparse-grid approach as compared to the sparse-grid approach, is that tJH~ ~~D 
extrapolation rule as proposed in [17] can be applied for all remaining grids, including 
the grids along the boundaries of tJw grid-of-grids. Tu the sparse-grid approach this iH not 
possible. There, for all boundary grids, i.e. nn for which lllnlll =: n1 • n2 • n:3 = 0, on<' has 
t.o introduce an additional extrapolation rule, e.g. by applying a lD or a 20 combination 
c~xt.rapolat.ion, which will inevitably result. in some additional loss of accuracy. In t.l1t 1 

Figmes Sa.-c we give an impression of tlw accnrncy of the rrnrnerical 8olutions ohtai11t•d 
l>y the different approaches for the ONER!\ wing problem. A reference solution is tliP 
fully converged O(h) finest grid solution Figmc Sc. This solution is tlw target. for both 
solnt.ions presented in Figures 8a-b. Of conrne, the semi-sparse grid solution (FigmP 

sparse 
semi-sparse · 
full 

O(Nlog N) 
O(N2 log2 N)· 
O(N:3) 

1 CPU t.irric unit 
·35 OPU time units 

150 CPU time units 

Table 2: Computing tinws for the solutions of the ONER.A half-wing. 

8h) comes cloRer to the reforem:e solution. The spars<~-grid solntion (Figure Sa) is far 
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a) sparse grid-of-grids 

b) semi-sparse grid-of-grids 

c) full grid-of-grids 
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Figme 8: Mach nnmber distribution on upper half-wing surface for different typ1's of 
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off, but it has been obtained at extremely low computational cost as compared to both 
the semi-sparse-grid approach and the full grid-of-grids approach. In Table 2 we giw an 
impression of the relative computing times used. 
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